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CURRY APPOINTS DELEGATES THE PROGRAM

IS CHANGED RECEPTION

61

BALLIHBER TWO

Clovis Journal
Publishing Secret Service Agent Makes Dinner at Yale Club and BanArrangements With
Company Files Incorporaquet Tonight in Washingtion Paper.
Governor Curry.
ton Building.
L. C. Wheeler of Washington, D. C.
came to Santa Fe this afternoon in
advance of the arrival of the Presi-- i
dential party in the Territory to takej
up the New Mexico program with Gov-- j
ernor Curry and in which several material changes will have to be made at
Albuquerque. President Taft had con-- ;
templated making about fifty address-- '
es on his tour but to date he has al- ready delivered sixty and the trip has
proven quite strenuous. Owing to
the great number of public receptions,
and demonstrations he has attended,
instructions have been given that he
will make only one address at any
one place and that, he will hold no
In consemote public receptions.
quence the reception at the Commercial Club at Albuquerque and the
night, parade and demonstration will
have to be abandoned.
The President will make a ten niin-uatstop at Gallup and at Las Cru-ces- .
It is believed that he will get
to Albuquerque 4o minutes earlier
than scheduled time, about 5 p. m.,
and will therefore be able to make
his address at the Alvarado before
dark. He will then retire for a few
minutes' rest and to dress for dinner.
A banquet will be served in the small
Later
dining room of the Alvarado.
the Montezuma ball will take place
in the large dining room and the President may look on for a while. He
will retire to his car promptly at 10:30
o'clock. For this reason and ou a
of the expense, the cadets from
the New Mexico Military Institute at
Roswell will go neither to Albuquerque nor El Paso.
New Mexico reception committee
with Governor Curry at its head will
Mexico
go to Gallup or the New
boundary but not into Arizona, on a
special car to meet the Presidential
party. U. S. Marshal C. M. Foraker,
Captain Fred Fornoff of the mounted
police and a number of New- - Mexico
sheriffs will also go and act as guards
of honor. Governor Curry and staff
will also accompany the President to
El Paso, to' the meeting with President Diaz. Governor Curry will leave
tomorrow for Albuquerque to comMr.
plete all arrangements and
Wheeler, who made a very pleasant
impression wrhile here, will leave on
this evening's train for El Paso, Tex.

Governor Curry today appointed the
following delegates to the Association
of Military Surgeons of the United
States which will meet at Washington.
I). C, on October 5; Colonel J. A.
Massie of Santa Fe; Major John F.
Pearce of Albuquerque; Major S. A.
Milliken of Silver City; Captain H. M.
Smith of East Las Vegas.
Incorporation.
The Clovis-JournPublishing Company of Clovis, Curry county, today
The New
filed incorporation papers.
Mexico agent is T. .1. Mabry. The
and directors are: T. J.
Mabry of Clovis, 20 shares; Winifred
W. Mabry of Clovis, 5 shares; O. L.
Mabry of Rhea, Okla., 5 shares.
Auditing Secretary's Office.
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf-forupon the request of Territorial
Secretary Nathan Jaffa, Is today auditing and examining the books of the

secretary's

office.

office.

Deputy Clerk.

District Court.
In the district court for Santa Fe
county, suit was brought today by Si-- 1

Sanders

& Co., v.

Jennie

Arrangements for Series
Interesting Games in the Smoky

Making

Uniform for Diaz.
El Pasto, Tex., Sept: 30. The uniform that President Diaz will wear in
El Paso on the occasion of the much
heralded meeting with President Taft
was shipped through El Paso this
morning in bond, the heavy packing
case being addressed to the Mexican
president personally.
The uniform was made especially
far the international meeting by a celebrated firm in Europe and was shi;-pe- d
by way of New York, arriving here
in bond and will be sent to the president's palace, on the Mexican Central Thursday morning.
The uniform is a gorgeous affair of
heavy broadcloth with gold trimmings.
The strip known officially as El
Chamizal, containing about 550 acres,
lying between the present river and
the line of the Seventh street, in the
southern portion of El Paso, will be
regarded as neutral territory, by special request of President Diaz, on October 16 when the presidents meet.
Part of this land is in dispute between the two countries owing to a
difference of opinion as to whether
the river changed its position suddenThe boundary comly or gradually.
mission in unable to agree on a settlement and the suggestion has heretofore been made that an arbitrator be
appointed.
The legal representatives of the
I'nited States reached the conclusion
that the American case would be in
nowise injuriously affected by acceding
to the request of President Diaz as a
matter of courtesy. Accordingly, all
official arrangements between the two
governments contemplate regarding
the strip, for the one day, as neutral
and neither will the troops of Mexico
or the United States enter this strip,
nor will the flags of eifher nation be
official displayed.

of

City.

and help to form a plan of campaign
to be used in the world's series.
Close Run.
Boston, Mass., Sept. 30. Detroit requires to win two more games to cinch
the American League pennant while
Philadelphia must win all five of the
remaining games and have Detroit
lose three to tie. Detroit plays Boston
here and Philadelphia will meet Chi- MAY POSTPONE
JOHNSON-KETCHEcago in another double header at PhilFIGHT.
adelphia.
Heavy Weight Championship to be DeMAY CHANGE PLANS
cided at San Francisco October
FOR GATUN DAM,
12 or Later.
Colonel Goethals on His Way to Visit

Structure

in Mexico

San Francisco, Cal.. Sept. 30.
When Jack Johnson
and Stanley
Ketchel meet in the ring here on October 12 for the heavyweight championship, Jack "Welch will be the third
man in the ring. Ccffroth is endeavoring to persuade Johnson to agree to a
postponement till Portala week when
it is believed a much larger house will
be seucured. ,

Where

Slipping Was Stopped.
San Antonio, Tex., sept. 30. On the
result of Col. G. V. Goethals' visit to
Mexico will depend the future plans
of the Gatun dam In the Panama
canal. Colonel Goethals is now on his
way to inspect the "Necara dam in
Mexico where the slipping of clay and
sand occurred receny and which was
A similar oc- INVITATIONS TO
remedied successfully.
currence happened at the Gatun dam.
BRYAN'S SILVER WEDDING.

2

Eight.)

ing.

Pittsburg, Pa., Sept. 30. Fred
Clark, manager of the Pittsburg team
is making preparations for a meeting
with the pennant winner of the American League in the world's series. He
has sent Leach and Gibson to the
witness the last games of the American
leaders to get a line on their play

2
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cariboo skin studded with nuggets
from twenty Alaska camps. He then
was taken on a ride about the city and
went to the hotel to prepare for the
only formal event of the visit, a banquet tonight in the Washington build-

PITTSBURG WANTS TO
PLAY PENNANT WINNER.

An-tonit-

(Continued

membership certificate inscribed

"i

Berar-- j

of $373.20 on an

dinelli, on balance
open account.
The Hunters' Mercantile Company
filed suit against John Donatti on a
note for $250.97.
Readmitted to Do Business.
Jacobo
Insurance Commissioner
Chaves has given permission to the
National Life Insurance Association
of Des Moines, Iowa, to resume doing
business in New Mexico subject to
an examination as soon as convenient
after the first of the year.
Official Board of Pharmacy.
Meetings of the Territorial Board
of Pharmacy will be held at Carlsbad
October 7th and 8th; Clovis, October
Hth; Albuquerque October 13th, 1909.
Candidates for examination must report promptly on above dates at 9 a.
m. at Schlitz
hotel, Carlsbad; at
Harvey hotel, Clovis, and at Ruppe's
drug store, Albuquerque.
Postoffice Matters.
H. A. Lathorpe formerly mail clerk
on the train between Albuquerque and
La Junta today relieved J. A. Wood on
the run between Santa Fe and
Wood will commence duty as
night clerk at the postoffice here.
Owing to the fact that B. Whorley
is laid up with rheumatism, Vincent
Alarid today is making the run as
clerk on the New Mexico Central.
Postoffice Change Delayed.
Although everything is in readiness
for the removal of the postoffice from
its present location to the new build-Ing- (
the change will not be made for
a few days owing to the fact that a
new section of mail boxes which is
being sent here has not yet arrived.
Star Service Changed.
A new order has been issued regarding the star service between Engle and Chloride making the increase
of distance 3
miles instead of 2
miles.
The star route between
Knowles
and Seminole, Texas, will supply
Knowles at site authorized Sept. 23,
miles.
1908, increasing 11-An order has been Issued regarding
the star service between Montetyo and
Orton, which permits the postmasters
at the termini to distribute the mail
thirty minutes in advance of schedule
are
time providing no connections
broken and no complaint made.
Star Service Schedules.
Engle to Chloride Leave Engle
daily except Sunday at 6:15 a. m. and
arrive at the Cuchillo by 12:05 p. m.;
leave Cuchillo daily except Sunday at
1 p. m., and arrive at Chloride
at
6:45 p. m.; leave Chloride daily ex- cept Sunday at 6:20 a. m., and arrive
at Cuchillo at 1 p. m. and at Engle
at 6:45 p. m.
Knowles to Seminole.
Leave Knowles on Monday, Wed- -

Bal-linge- r,

John Hays Hammond and Governor Hay, went t the fair grounds
at 9 o'clock and was welcomed on the
steps of the exposition auditorium by
the official reception auditorium by
then reviewed the parade composed
of soldiers, sailors, school children,
Igovrotes. Indians, Eskimos and Japanese, all in costumes.
Eight living
flags of school children, passed the
stand, some maneuvering, to form the
All but the
and
letters
President's party were excluded from
the buildings while he was in them.
After the program in the amphitheatre, the President was initiated into
the Arctic Brotherhood,
receiving

e

District Clerk F. W. Shearou will
appoint Edward Safford of this city
deputy clerk.

Dion

Alaska-Yukon-Paeifi- c

j

Coal Oil Inspectorship.
Governor Curry today signed the
commission of Hon. Malaquias Martinez of Taos, to be coal oil inspector.
Mr. Martinez is expected from Taos
tomorrow to take charge of the office
to succeed S. B. Grimshaw. who will
tomorrow take charge of the local
postoffice, in turn succeeding F. W.
Shearon, yho takes charge of the dis-

trict clerk's

Seattle, Wash., Sept. 30 Looking
the picture of health, President. Taft
was nil early today, preparing for his
exvisit, to the
position. The President retired early
last night after attending Ballinger's
reception and looking in at the Yale
Club dinner. The parry, including

,
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PUBLIC INVITED.
The Commercial Club of Santa Fe county will entertain
Barth-oldt- ,
Congressman Richard
Chairman of Committee
Public
X on
and
Buildings
X Grounds at Its
club rooms
Friday evening at eight o'clock
to which the public is cordially invited.
X

X

,

XXXXXXXXX

X
X
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the Country Are Getting Them
Event is Tomorrow.
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new york

ALFONSO

Thrown Off the Right Trail Climax of Hudson-FultoCelebration in Meby Men Who Volunteered
as Guide.
tropolis.

CHEESED

WILDLY

Opposition Press Insinuates
That Some Work Re.
mains to Be Done.

n

Glenwood Springs, Colo., Sept. 30.- New York, Sept. CO. The army to Madrid. Sept. 1)0 . Popular rejoicing
Two posses are scouring the bills in day added its tribute to the memory of j over the successes ni Morocco culmi- the hope of capturing the two bandits Hudson-Ftiltoin a monster parade nated last night when an immense
who yesterday afternoon robbed the which marched from
the upper end of crowd gathered at the palace and
Citizens' National bank of $10,000. Central
to the Washington Arch, wildly cheered
King Alfonso. The
park
The robbery took place in broad day- and which called
a greater opposition press insinuates that the
together
light, while the street in front of the
of organizations of diffierent repjoicing is premature as several of
bank was thronged with people. The variety
nationalities than New York had ever the fiercest mountain tribes are yet
robbers elbowed their wav through seen before. The men of
the war fleet unwhipped.
the crowd and entered the bank, coin-- j were
chief attractions of the
the
Moors Renew Attack.
pelling F. E. Dracb. the cashier, and
from each of the warsailors
parade,
Melilla,
Sept. 30. While rejoicing
'
bookkeeper to throw up their hands.
of England, Germand. France, over the victory at Mt. Guniga is still
ships
They then took the money from the
Italy. Holland. Mexico, Argentina, going on, tribesmen attacked
the
safe, went out of the back door, ' Haiti
and Cuba marching
with tin stronghold this morning, but were re- mounted the horses hired shortly be-- !
'
pulsed without Spanish loss. The
fore from the local livery stable and! blue Jackets
Small
detachments
of
marines
from
Moors also were driven from the
j
galloped for the mountains.
al the nations headed the parade fol- neighboring heights by machine gun
They were unmasked. It is thought'
that they took the trail for Mexico. lowed by the American maries, V. S. fire.
A man giving his
name as James army. West Point cadets. New York
Brown, volunteered ihe Information national guard, Grand Army and var- COMET'S TAIL WILL
SIDE SWIPE EARTH.
The
organiaztions.
that he knew where the robbers had ious independent
gone but the posse soon found he was parade was reviewed by Governor
But Most Serious Result Anticipated
leading them on a false trail. He Hughes and Mayor McClellan.
Will Be in Parade.
Will Be Brilliant Showers of
was arrested, as was the man who j
30.- Stars.
York,
held the horses for the robbers. The' New
Sept.
Peary's
latter refused to give his name or steamer Rosevelt arrived at. Sandy
Providence. R. I., Sept. 30. Frank
tell of his connection with the rob-- ! Hook early this morning and anchored
E.
off
Seagrave, whose calculations relathe
berv. Tile money was Jfi.nno in enht
government dock.
tive to Ilalley's comet have attracted
and $1,000 in paper.
Peary Will Be in Command.
Portland, Me.,
Sept. 30. Peary widespread attention, announced last
leaves tonight for New York, where night that the correction o'f a slight
GOVERNMENT FURNISHES
ELECTRIC POWER. he will take command of his ship, the error in his calculations developed
Roosevelt, in the Hudson-Fultonaval the discovery that on May 1!), 1910,
the comet will reach the same plane
Phoenix Being Illumined By Electrici- parade.
as the earth in its orbit. It is thereby
in
Hudson
ty From Great Salt River
Naval
Parade.
Peary
comDam Project.
As the Roosevelt entered the harbor determined that the tail of the
in- it gave three triumphant screams of et will sweep across the plane
j stead
it.
of
The
earth
and
clearing
30.
Phoenix, Ariz., Sept.
At ten the whistle and ran up the Peary
o'clock today the government began Arctic flag. It will take part in the comet will meet on the same plane,
but not in the same path. There will
delivering to the Pacific Gas Elec-- : naval parade at the Hudson-Fultocel( be a distance at the nearest
point of
,t;ic Company power from the Roose-- ! ebration tomorrow.
13.000,000 miles between the two.
vek dam for the lighting of Phoenix.
The fan of the comet tail
will
This company is the first patron of;
GENERAL DELIVERY
spread out and for a short period the
the government for power, the proONLY FOR TRANSIENTS. earth will find itself
ceeds going to the fund of the Salt
swept by "star
manv millions
dust"
from
Urought
River Reclamation
Later
Project.
miles
Postoffice
the
That'f
farthest
known
Insists
beyond
Department
power will be furnished settlers recomet.
Other Main Be Delivered by
moved from the ditches who will irri"There need be no scare over the
Carriers.
gate by pumping.
approaching event," said Mr.
"It will be nothing more than
MINING CONGRESS ASKS
Chicago, Sept. 30. The ruthless and we
have already passed through on
GUIDE POSTS.
of
. FOR
authorities
postoffice
June 30, 1S61, when the earth swept
Chicago have entered upon a camWants Them Erected in the Desert paign against Cupid and the corre- through the tail of the comet of '61.
The nearest it could ever come to the
to Point Out Sings and Water
spondence between the little god and earth would
be 6,325,000 miles."
Holes to Prospectors.
his votaries. Yesterday they compelled 3,000 women and sirls who have
CHRISTIAN CHINAMEN
Goldfield, Nev., Sept. 30. Only one been obtaining their mail at the genLIKE FEMALE TEACHERS.
resolution was adopted today, that eral delivery under assumed names to
the
wato
urging
them their true names and
reveal
safeguarding of desert
ter supplies and the placing of metal addresses. This campaign will be con- Deserting Church Because These Are
No Longer Supplied Since
guide posts showing the way to each tinued until, it is estimated, 10,000
Siegel Murder.
of these. The San Francisco delega- men and women, old and young, will
tion left today to meet President Taft ho ff til notltifl t li irn cr
lr
(liunlnciiPA
'
and present a resolution "asking fedPa;- - SPt
to the postal authorities to
writing
eral recognition of the mining indus- give them their real
Cnst, an religion
identitfication, because the big mission
of the
try." The election of officers takes
off
be
shall
from
cut
they ,
011(1
.
no longer
.
church
Presbyterian
place tonight
he privilege o receiving letters at nrovias a
fpmale tpachpr
ea
the general delivery under assumed Chinese convert.
Since the Siegel
BUILDER OF
naT?!.S'
murder it has been decided to
LUCIEN CUT OFF DEAD.
It has been noted, in every city, that mPll instructors. The Chinese arehave
numbers who have settled domi- - rlignant and leave,
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 30. vV. ciles, do not allow the mail carriers to
E. Mars, builder of the Lucien cut-of- f
deliver their letters but always re- WILLIE K. VANDERBILT WAS
over the great Salt Lake and one of pair, either in person or by
special
WAYWARD IN HIS AFFECTIONS.
the most prominent engineers of the messenger, to the general delivery to
Southern Pacific died in the local hos- receive them. They could not do this
New York, Sept. 30. The willowy,
pital today, after an operation for ap- if the letters were not addressed to ficseductive
beauty of Mile. Lina Cava- pendicitis and abscess of the liver.
titious names, for, having fixed domi- '
ciles the carriers umTer the rules of ,u,r
..
,
fam
the department would deliver the mail
house last wint-- j
ropolitan
grand
opera
at them.
RUN
er, is said to have so captivated Willie
r.. auuerout mat ne iorgot that he
FORMER ITALIAN CONSUL
had a wife, a home or anything else,
AT DENVER FOUND SHORT.
it is rumored here that Vanderbilt's inRome, Sept. 30. After an examinaCAR
fatuation for the actress caused his
i
r
iVi..'
tllA
tion nf
itnoitmonto riilntincr
The Vanderbilts
services nf fnrmr rnncl 4,,,Jl0Uite t0 leaVt! hi"and
it is understood
hve
"'Parated,
Corte, the Italian department of forIrs- andrbHt will sue for
eign affairs has turned over to the that
the
evidence vo,'teprosecutor
The Vanderbilts intimates that Mrs.
brought here bv Consul General Rossi
who is now in New York,
Vanderbilt,
of Denver charging Corte with pecn-- !
lation and fraud involving the amount is at !"'es('"f and has been for a long
time, angry at what she termed his
of $10,000.
,
Former-Consu- l
Corte was at the undisguised infatuation for Mile. Cava-heaof the Italian consulate at Den- - lieri- ver for six years and left that office' Vanderbilt's fondness for her ha3
at the beginning of February of DPel much talked of In Paris, and it
last year, being succeeded by Consul is sail Newport has discussed it with
Tosti, and then by Consul General great Interest, too.
Riot Call Turned in When Rossi.
STABBING IN SMOKER OF
Crew Collected Fares
DENVER & RIO GRANDE TRAIN.
STOMACH GONE; DOOMED
TO "PREDIGESTED" MEALS.
and Then Struck.
New York, Sept. 30. William Smith
Pueblo, Sept. 30. Following an
had his stomach removed three tercation over a game of craps. John
Omaha, Neb., Sept. 30. All efforts weeks
ago in the Bushwick hospital, Conrad was stabbed In the smoker of
to settle the street car strike by arbiBrooklyn, has left that institution Denver & Rio Grande train No. 3
tration so far failed. When a riot
cured, the doctors say. eral miles north of Pueblo. John
call was turned in last night it was There is now
no reason why Smith Hill is accused. Officers were notified
found that the crew of the suburban cannot live for the balance of his to be at the union station and
take
car refused to take the passengers to natural life,
according to the surgeons him in custody. Everybody was driv
their destination after collecting the and his only, handicap will be he en from the car except Hill and train-mufares. The passengers threw the crew
eat nothing but
nien watched both doors" to see that
off and ran the car themselves.
foods.
he did not escape.
)
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New York, Sejt. 30. Many prominent Democrats throughout the country have been Invited to attend the silver wedding anniversary of W. J.
Bryan at Lincoln tomorrow. The invitations bear the words: "No
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Rea powder.
Allen's
lieves painful, smarting, nervous feet
and ingrowing nails, and instantly
SHE.
tales the sting out of corns and bunA sunnv sn;irkle in ;i pool,
ions. It's the greatest comfort disA flash and a surprise,
covery of the age. Allen's Foot-BasA mist that's drawn across the stars. makes tight or new shoes feel
easy. It
Her eyes.
it a certain cure for sweating, callous,
A touch of vapor and of fire,
swollen, tired, aching feet. Try it toA humming bird that sips
day. Sold by all Druggists and Shoe
The torrid teardrops from the rose, Stores. By mail for 25c. In stamps.
Don't accept
Her lips.
any substitute. Trial
A garden filled with fadless flowers,
package FREE. Address Allen S. Olmsted. Le Roy, N. Y.
Yhere lilies bloom apart
The wonder is that garden's mine
Her heart.
figure, because the husband would be
J. C. Gerndt.. in October Smart Set. better o ff without her.
As was said before, the value de
Indicted for Heinous Crime James pends altogether upon the woman, just
r.uckman was indicted at Albuquerque as it dose with the men folks, some of
yesterday for criminal assault upon a whom, and they are not a few, are
not worth a second-hanchew of gum.
girll ast spring.
Willard Record.
Chinamen Ordered
Deported I.ee
Cubs and Smart Alecks Have you
Sing was ordered deported at Deming
yesterday on the charge of being un- ever noticed that the fellows who run
He has ap- most of the big concerns of the counlawfully iu the country.
try are the ones who always return
pealed however.
Tiger Lacerates Boy's Hand Ernest courteous answers. If you address the
Hammond, aged 13 years, at Albuquer- president of a railroad, he will listen
que yesterday, had his left hand seized attentively and make a decent reply,
by a tiger with the Campbell shows but ask a civil question of the cub at a
and badly lacerated.
depot in a country town and you will
C.
get a smart and flippant answer.
Railroader Dies at Las Vegas J.
Co into a city store and ask for
Sneed, a'ied 2S years, formerly Santa
Fe station agent at Chautauqua, Kan., the manager. He will talk pleasantry
died suddenly at the Las Vegas hos and give you the desired information,
but. happen to get in the wav of the
pital of tuberculosis,
bright young fellow who is washing
Dismissed
Contempt Proceedinq
a window and he will hand you a packThe contempt proceedings in federal
will make your blood boil.
court against Judge Jesse B. North-cutt- , age that
But drop around twenty years later.
at Trinidad, wiio is attorney for
The cub in the depot may have adthe Yankee Fuel Company at Raton,
vanced until he is a brakeman on the
have been dismissed.
local freight, and the window washer
Boy Hurt by Kick of Horse Vin- - will likely be driving one of the decente Lopez, aged 20 years, son of
livery wagons for the store.
Ruperto Lopez at Las Vegas, was ser-- ,
The presidents of railroads and the
iously injured yesterday by a kick
of big concerns
are the!
managers
from a horse and was taken to the Las
ones who. in the flowery days of their!
Vegas hospital for treatment.
youth, acquired the habit of return-- j
ing soft and courteous answers. That
is one of the reasons they became rail-- !
a GLEANINGS BY A
road presidents and managers of big!
concerns. The cub who knows more
PERIPATETIC PEN
a
than the president of the railroad will!
always be a cub, and the alecky win-- j
What She's Worth Rather a nice dow washer will still be polishing
point is raised by the decision of an glass in the autumn time of his days.
Osborne Fanner.
Illinois court which allows a bereaved
husband $1,200 for the loss of his
It is an admitted fact that real eswife, in a damage suit against, a corfinancial men and merchants all
tate,
an
was
She
poration.
that
say
quickest and best results aie
modand good dispositioned woman, a
el housekeeper and reasonably silent. obtained by advertising in the New
The question is now raging as to Mexican.
whether the figure is right or not, says
the Tenderfoot.
The popular appraisement of this 7C8 W. 6tii tl. S, W Cor. 6th. &
ope Sts.
particular variety of live stock ranges
Xjos R.n.g-les
all the way from 45 cents up to $100,-- J
California.
000, differing I suppose according to
TWO BLOCKS FROM
1'OSTOKFK'K
the length of time the estimator has
been married and what he caught in
For convenience nnd
contort- don t full tostop
the lottery.
nt on- Hotfl while in
it
Los Antrclpp.
The truth of the matter is that it
Lnrtrp
outside rleirantly furiall depends upon the woman. Some
nished rooms. Hot &
cold running water:
V
of them are not worth five cents a
it .V
el vntor service. Kates $5 OO per week.
pound on the hoof. Others are worth
I
will) private Path
more than all the treasures of the
iishiiuJton Street car
world. In this instance, the woman
direct to door.
seems to have been in the latter class.
She kept her home clean, her child-- t
ren and her husband well fed, and
.helrself tidy and sunny. For such a
woman $100,000 would be a very con-- "
servative figure. She is the sort that
&
makes life worth living, and inspires
a fellow to keep a digging, to be decent
Telephone tfo 148 Red
for her sake and the kids, and to make
MRS. OTTO RCTSCH.
something out of home besides a place
to eat and sleep.
If she was the kind that is always
&
whiniiig, that the best man on earth D.
couldn't please, who bucks like a
broncho at the imposition of the holy
Builders and Contractors
charge of nature and neglects her
babies when they come, whose house is
PLANS & ESTIMATES
a libel on the word home, and who
Furnished on short notice
j
puts fashiou above good bread and
45
baked beans,
cents would be a high CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
Foot-Ease- ,

Established 1856.

Incorporated 1903

BROS. COMPANY.
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WANT HART
SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES
MEN OF FASHION

If you're interested in sports you're sure to be interested in stylish clothes; you'll meet men who dress well, and want the best.
We can't do better for you, nor for ourselves, than to get you into
Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothes; and that's better than anyone else
can do for you.
All wool fabrics, perfect tailoring, correct styles.
Suits, $22.50, $25.00, $27.50, $:Hl.OO and $.".5.00.
This store is the home of Hart, Shaffner & Marx.

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

WE HAVE THEM
KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND

$4.00

PRICES
FROM

$6.00

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

If you want a good pair of Shies
for the be y try a pair of
BULL'S EYE or BUSTER BROWN Make
They will wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

CALL AND SEE THEM
P

FOR A HALF CENTURY

O Box 219.

Phone

36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

IN THE

CITY.

j

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN
On notes, diamonds and Jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are

Call and see us before borrowing.

reasonable.

Groii Alfalfa lea
Also Good for Chickens

j

at SALMON Store

j

NATHAN SALMON.
San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only up - to- date store

TRY, OUR

In

Phone 10a
Santa Fe.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food

it

$3,20

Ladies

I

1.60

;

:

i
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flash

UiVC

tir.kfits

with all cash purchases.
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YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
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COMMERCIAL LITERARY
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SCIENTIFIC

&

SON

$100 Reward $100.
ill be
The readers of this paper
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be-iia constitutional diseasefi requires
a constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, Now is the ttme to
anticipate
and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and as- -' your h at w mts.
sisting nature in doing its work. The
proprietors have so much faith in its
LET US FIGURE YOUR
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it
fails' to cure. Send for list of
House for American Idea

christian brothers

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments
BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

BROTHER HERMES. President

A Morning Joy

--
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j

)

,LDESPtIR
Repairs

qvJvji

rudgery

CtfL

COALEATER
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S. Spitz

& CO.. Tole-

do, O.

JEWELER

Sold by all druggisu, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

S3 B32S2

AT5

IMS

ISO BOILERS

Oil

fl

1

PHONE NO 218

The Purest impalpable

i
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ify

!

j

iSafety
Economy

!

IDEAL Boilers and

(
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'
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i

JPSt
Jurability

L
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I

..

!

Vyomfort
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J
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'
Why not let us route you to good
health. The economy in fuel consump- Hon will in due time pay all transporta

tion costs.
WnOn-DRVl-

.

Q

Radiators

AT

.

Powder

pHARMACY

!

irregular

Extravagance

FOR THE TOILET AND NURSERY
4

I

'

Washes

AMERICAN

i

LN4r

,

Address F. J. CHENEY

Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 1st.

testi-monal-

MANUFACTURER

WEST PALACE AVE.'

Santa Fe, New Mexico

MILK

CREAM

Evening Comfort

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

203

FRESH EGGS

g

8

Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty

St. Michael's College

j

M.H0OVER

inter Grocery Co.

&

The Goldberg

j

50 "

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

"?S

j

Bobolink

Seeds

All persons having a hat cleaned and blocked are
entitled to have a pair of trousers pressed free of charge.

r

100"

Potatoes,

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

j

50 "

ail

Salt

able-bodie-

$3.30

Grai,

Floor, Hay,

HOTEL ACACIA

100 lbs Pansy Flour

LEI HERSCH

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Talcum Powder Made

ZOOK'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO. 213

J
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these saintlv women in the class-rooCURED TO STAY CURED.
The New Mexicaa Printing Comor
otherwise have never forgotten the.
pany has on hand a large supply of
AND THEIR
New Mexico Military Institute
Hli nt lessons of solid virtue received I
puds and tablets suitable for school How a Santa Fe Citizen Found Comt".
in them. Today not only the nioth-- '
plete Freedom From Kidney
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
er house, hut the whole Invito order
Troubles.
and merchants; good everywhere. We
West Point of the Southwest"
The
i
If you suffer from backache
Mends heartfelt congratulations to
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
Aruiv Oftcirs Detailed by War Department.
these uo women who for so inanyi
From urinary disorders
UU IULLUVV
Armv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
From any disease of the kidneys,
years have shed so much liuht on that!
"A."
Be cured to stay cured.
order by the shining virtues of their
WOODY'S HACK LINE Doan's
Through Academic course, preparing younp
Ihes.
Kidney Pills make lasting
men for college or for taistnss life, (treat
thirteen
$
Since having Santa Fe,
cures.
amount of open air work. Ile.tlthlet5 location
From
vears ago. Mother Francisca has held 1 I
Santa Fe people testify.
of
any M Hilary School lij the f'nlon. Located
in
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office
of
case
Here's one
it:
the second highest
order,)
n
"
the garden
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beautiful Peco
that of vieaiess to the mother general. 3
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1
of
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spot
that capacity she has endeared
Santa Fe, X. M., says: "In
'
feet above sea level, sunshine e verv day, but
J
Leaves BARRANCA at 2 35 p m used Doan's Kidney Pills and derived
self to all hv her strict observance of 1
'
Ittie rain or snow during seion.
Mother I.ucia has spent forty-- j 1
7 p. m so much benefit that I gladly recomduty.
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Arrives at TAOS at
'
a
name
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduus
mend them in a public statement.
is
her
eight
among
years
FE
y YEftRS AT
: ' '
For two or three years I suffered
household word. It gives us peculiar
ates from stardard
colleges. Ten
!
from backache and kidney complaint.
that this occas-- '
joy and satisfaction
buildings, throughly furnished, heatjd. lighted
Trip
ion in the lives of these two women
There was a retention or the kidney
and modern In all respects.
Forth Thousands of wiiose names are so closely connected
difficulties which bent
other
and
secretions
E. A. Gaboon, President; W
REliENTS
Ten. miles is.ea.rer Good teams
witli the educational progress of our
gave evidence that my kidneys were
From
Loretto
Graduates
Vice
O. Hamiltoii,
President; J. Pheips White,
" f
very weak. My attention was finally
:
city, and in fact of the great southVV.
M.
Atkinson
Treasurer;
Secretary, and W
Academies,
called to Doau's Kidney Pills and I
with so 9
west, should be celebrated
A Fllran
much pump and ceremony.
Santa Fej
procured a box at Stripling, Burrows
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
& Co.'s drug store.
They promptly
The New .Mexican heartily congrat- joins in this celebration, and the f?r-- .
address.
back, ulates the Saintlv Mothers Francisca vent prayers and good wishes ol all
my
relieved the pain in
COL. IMS. W. WILLSON,
strengthened my kidneys and .removed and I.ucia on the celebiation of thejaio trended to them.
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trouble.
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my
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Loretto1
symptom
Fro
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every
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of
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Order
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Our most beloved and revered moth-- j
I
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times
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On this'
Santa Fe greets you
glad to say that at such
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hardly
present, month. Ten years
used Doans' Kidney Pills with the
Mex-- I day of happy reunion, when the heart-New
of
since
the
people
elapsed
greatest benefit."
ico had been happily placed under the felt congratulations of Loretto's child-- !
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 folds of "Old
dory." when those ten come to greet you, we know the
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ronts. Foster-Milburt lie
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great chords of memory are touched and
Sn,el),lf
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
New York, sole agents for the United
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in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these water
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educating
take no other.
be found; where the foundation of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
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only New Mexico, but of ihe entire might
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your
religions life was laid: the pe and aDOut twelve miles from Bar- - matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'
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Few
earth
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TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
scene of your Ion- - years of arduous anco station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
struggled through such disheartening
s
Connection made wini Automobile difficulties as our Spanish-Americanlabor as teacher,
andGrande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
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daily, Soon
Hue at Torrance for Roswell
How well and successfully daily line of stage runs to the aprings. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female ComMexico by superior.
of
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after
conquest
Mmian at nvn rnnmuw
Automobile leaves Torrance for RosCortez hardy adventurers negan to ex-- , "as the work done! The magnificent The temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathwell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
the vast unknown solitudes of'l'i'e of buildings of "Our Lady of from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day: $15 per week; $50
Add 25 Cents to the Annual Subscripnoon. Automobile leaves Ros plore
at
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dry
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but
time
as
they
passed
on
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j from
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consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
BACK TO THE WOODS' mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard, more earnest and better organized. far the betterFrancisca,
Lucia! These contagious diseases, are not accepted, reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
Magdalen,
in 1093, Don Diego de Vargas,
Finally
Automobile
Line.
manager,
succeeded in establishing Spanish rule names have become identified with''"hese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
so firmly as to defy all future efforts Santa Fe; the children of Spanish-Americ- a of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
Good for Biliousness.
had in them the gentle teach- "I took two of Chamberlain's Stom of the red men. to disturb it. Some
ach and Liver Tablets last night, and idea of the persistent valor of the er, the wise counsellor, but above all
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I feel fifty per cent better than 1 have Spanirads of those days may be gained the loving sympathetic friend.
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Oji C lisnte. Tais.
remote Mother Magdalen rests with us in our
for weeks, says J. J. Firstone of Al-- ; from the history of those
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s
legan, Mich. "They are certainly a times. In a letter written by DeVar-ga- convent yard;
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by
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ago,
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years of th
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3
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once
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and
certainly
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all
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and others amounting
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again.
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TO
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ours is not the best you ever put a eluding one of the best binderies in
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A
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popular
clever,
Jeast flawed Lumber that can be Tablet called Preventics is being lived we have 'little means of know-infiactor, in your life, in your works; and! Save
and we
but. between their continual warMoney and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
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dispensed by druggists everywhere.
their
with
fare
the
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savage
believe we are succeeding in pleasing In a few hours, Preventics are said
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
blessed."
And struggle with the asperities of the cliII our numerous customers. Let us tn break anv cold completely.
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here
Everything
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
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the
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the
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course
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JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurer- .
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Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe PostoSle.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
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Daily per week by carrier
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in Xew Mexico. It is sent to
every postcffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
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sanitary condi-- I
TIONS AMONG PUEBLOS.
Since Clinton J. Crandall assumed
charge of the northern Pueblo Indians,
something like ten years ago, he has
stiiven to give each puerdo medical
Each pueblo has its phy-- :
supervision.
sician, either government or contract,
who have been fighting tuberculosis,
scarlet fever, diphtheria and other contagious or infect ions diseases among
them, or like Dr. V. H. Harrison is
doing, relieving and curing trachoma.
As a result of this policy, the death
rate among the Pueblos has been much
reduced, the rale of infant mortality
is normal and there has been only one
serious epidemic, that at Cochiti.
Where formerly, the Pueblos were
gradually dwindling, the population being less each year, it is now Increasing and there is not one pueblo that
does not have more people today than
it had ten years ago. There is a valuable lesson in this even for others
than Indians. There should be medical
supervision of the public schools. Most
private schools have their house or
contract physician, but the public
schools in Xew Mexico and elsewhere
are not only places for the dissemina
tion of knowledge, but also of disease.
Only last Sundy it was announced in
one of the churches, that the pupils at
the mission schools did not attend
services because of the prevalence of
contagious disease in Santa Fe. Evi
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The First National Bank

PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Santa Fe

i

i

xTew

OF SANTA FE.

-

Mexico

The o'dest batkirg institution in Ntw Mexico.

H

EDWARD C. WADE.
Attorney-a- t
Law.
Practices in the Supreme and District Courts cf the Territorv. in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land

I-

Offices.

Las Cruces

E.

.

J. PALEN, President.

R.

-

EstabJh he d

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

A. HUGHES,
Vice President.

J,

B. READ,

Assistant Cashier.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

New Mexico

t

SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS- -

C. ABEOTT,

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe
New Mexico

a
.
CO TO ALBUQUERQUE.
and hogs. It is a fact that meat of all
RENEHAN & DAVIES.
The school children of Denting and kinds has been rising in price, not
A. B. Renehan,
. p. Davlea,
Silver City wbj are to bo sent, to El only in the retail markets, but by the
Attorneys-at-Law- .
Paso to help in greeting President carcass and on the hoof, and our exPractice in the Supreme and DisTaft, should u to Albuquerque in- ports of meat and dairy products, or
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
The railroads should adjust "provisions," have been falling off.
stead.
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
railroad fares so that it will cost no European countries have been making
Santa Fe
New Mexico
Xew up their deficiencies more and more
more to send the children to t
Mexico metroiolis than it will to send from Argentina, Australia and Canada
CHARLES F. EASLEY,
them out of the Territory. In Arizona, and less from the United States,
(Late Surveyor General)
a movement to send the children of; Tnis is a renlimi(?r that in the opin.
Attorney-at-Law- .
Bisbee and other towns to El Paso in- - i)n of most
sanitaiy, hygienic and diet-stea- d
Land and Mining business a spewas promptly
.
of Phoenix,
a.u
M,,.;ti0
,...i.,
"ellt,-- .
the
cialty.
squelched and there should be enough e(1 t0 eat,
,of Permitting
too much meat and to be.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
weeds
heaps,
filthy
to Xew Mexico in Xew Mexico in wasteful
"re
yards,
,ts
Ppr.
Can
de-ls
to induce every Xew Mexican who
8ummer'
' ha
!"
lnr"!?
the.
a salutarv way of keein the
its
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
earlier this year than
sires to greet the President to go to
ice down wou(, be t0 decrease the bearing
Attorneys-at-Laln
Of
Previous
years.
or.
course,
..,..,
Albuquerque for that purpose.
tlemam, as thfi
dimin,shw, This lne saiuonous
in the District Courts as
Practic
,
the
door
climate.,
open
The Globe Silver Belt says:
u pprtaill, thp nnaA it t110
livmg, mitigates considerably, the well as before the Supreme Court of
"All loyal Arizonans who expect to the e0)k;
generally eat more meat evils of unsanitary conditions, and the the Territory.
honor the nation's chief executive on tha is sood for thpn, w
New Mexico
disease is Las Cruces
the occasion of his forthcoming visit doubt that it is true of a considerable prevalence of contagious
much
no
and
to the southwest will go to Phoenix.
greater than
part of them, whose occupation is of a it is inexaggerated
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
other towns and cities, but that
Cut out El Paso. Phoenix is the capimen
For
of
character.
sedentary
Attorney-at-Law- .
an
is
excuse
not
not
tor
tal city of Arizona and is therefore in b, awn who work out of doors at hard
improving
in the Supreme and Dis- Practices
conditionS; for not havin an adeqnat
part at least the property of the peo- - ... .
a
of the Territory. Office:
Courts
Itrict
u,uiuuot
8ewer
for
Bystcmt
Canine un and Socorro
,de. Mr. Tart wi.l torm an impres-- 1
Jf noj. necessar,
d,et of nieat
New Mexico
pra)e
for
not
as
clean
as
it
is
being
re
of
in
sion
Arizona
a degree by the
possible
desirable for the highest efficiency. to be. One life lost
unnecessarily is
ception he receives in Phoenix."
WILLIAM McKEAN,
Nevertheless, there are
'
The Bisbee Miner chimes in as fol- industrious and efficient laborers in of greater value than the price of cutAttorney-at-Law- .
ting all weeds and cleaning up all unlows :
other countries who live on much less
and Land Law.
Mining
sanitary spots. But there is an addi- Taos
'"The proposition of the morning meat than is common
New Mexico
among the same tional loss, for
unsanitary conditions
contemporary that Arizonans should g class here.
healthkeep away visitors, tourists,
to El Paso to see Taft has been greetC. W. G. WARD,
It is not those who need the most seekers,
people who are looking for leed by the press of Arizona with well
Territorial
District Attorney.
nient who do the most to keep up the cations to build themselves a home
deserved criticism."
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
do
not, indulge in the and even capital.
They
Clean up and give Las Vegas
The Tucson Citizen emphasizes the price.
New Mexicc
finest cuts of corn-fecattle, and it is the schools medical supervision,
effect upon statehood:
chiefly those that have been rising in
NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
"The proposition of a Bisbee newsprice, it less ot them are consumed!
C. J. Roberts,
Jesse G. Northcutt,
tup "triictv" cvctcm
paper that, the delegations from that no harm will be done, and there could
There
Attorneys-at-Law- .
been
has
and
will
be
there
cities
Arizona
and
other
southern
city
also be a considerable reduction in the much criticism in
Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trlnl'
the future of the
go to E! Pao to meet President Taft
consumption of the cheaper grades "trusty" system at the different, peni- dad, Colorado.
instead of Phoenix is ruii'.e the siliie-- t without
any loss of health or strength, tentiaries
the land. The
outpouring of the season.
land nnssiblv with ct pnin 'Rut annnior idea of thethroughout
G. V. PRICHARD,
is to reward exsystem
"All of us hoped that the President fact often adverted to by authorities
and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Attorney
who
are giving evi
would visit the cities of southern Ari- - on the subject is that our people are emplary prisoners
Practices in all the District Courts
dences ot desire to relorm, as large a
.una, out its uuu is nui iw ue e see wasieiui in ineir preparation of flesh
and gives special attention to cases
,in;aii,io t
ti,,,
no reason to be consumed wi.h petty food, and in throwing away no small iji.rtv
c,er BUrveiHance only at night time. It before the Territorial Supreme Court
jealousy.
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.
F,m of all we are Anzon-- , part of the nutriment. It is stated that is a test of character for the
pris.
ans and after that southern Arizonans a frugal Prench family would feed with oner so fav01.ed
a tpst wWch
Why, we should like to know, should comparative luxury upon the leavings tjmes is t00 much for him
GEORGE u. BARBER,
Lj.p
Arizonans go to Texas to greet the and waste of the average American
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
who are not convicts, a trustv will
pie
President, when we can just as well family, simply by prudence and skill
,
Practices in the District Court and
"..tioivu(uij Miftiiv xciiiii, ut; vlu oe' Supreme Courts of the
meet him in Arizona?
in utilizing the material.
Territory.
the
confidence
in
tray
reposed
him,
Prompt attention given to all business.
"The great issue of statehood for all' It is a frequent observation, that the but it can be said that rhi i tha
Lincoln County
Nev Mexico
Arizona is largely dependent upon Mr. waste of hotels, restaurants and clubs, ception and not the rule. In
practice,
Taft for success. To give him an ex-jt- o
say nothing of opulent, families, the "trusty" system has worked out
CATRON & CATRON,
bibition of small bickerings at home would feed a 'considerable part of the well, and after
discharge from prison,
would certainly do the measure harm, poor population if it could be utilized the men who had been "trusties,"
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-Law- .
Office: Catron Block.
Arizonans who wish to meet the for the purpose, and save many from earlly make good again in life. In
New Mexico
President and aid in the great Arizona want if not actual starvation. In fact, some instances, as that of the New Santa Fe
demonstration before him will go to one of our most, serious wastes of natu- - Mexico penitentiary, working large.
G. VOLNEY HOWARD,
Phoenix and scorn the asinine sug-ra- l
resources and causes of poverty is. bodies of convicts on the outside, the
Attorney and Counseler at Law
gestion that they give an exhibition of' to be found in squandering food prod- - "trusty" system is also an economy,
Practices in all courts of Territory
foolish pique by greeting the Presi- - nets in
and in heedless The appropriations for the penal iiv
Speaks Spanish.
dent in another state."
culinary practices. Economy of mate- sitittition are much too small to hire Rooms 18 and
19,
Laughlin Block
rial and of cooking is a rare art in this sufficient guards to keep all the men
And the Arizona Republican says'
N. M.
Santa
Fe,
"The suggestion by the Bisbee Re- country, as well as care of hygiene in under strict surveillance all of the
view, the other day, that the people eating. This is particularly the case time. Three to four times as many
H. R. PUTNAM,
of Bisbee and Douglas would do in the use of meat, and a large re- - guards as are now employed would be
U. S. Court Commissioner and
better to go to El Paso, rather than! duction in the quantity consumed necessary. The experience has been
Conveyancer.
Phoenix, for the purpose of seeing! would probably be beneficial to the that a betrayal by trusties of the
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
Mr. Taft, has elicited adverse com-- ; general health without loss of any trust reposed in them has been very
Correspon .ents asking information
ment from most of the papers of the. kind. This is to be recommended as rare. However, it is uu to the board concerning the Territory of New Mex- territory. No doubt the Bisbee paper's a means of keeping down the domestic of penitentiary commissioners to abol-- ; ico promptly answered
advice on this point was more' a! I)i ice oi meat ana Keeping up a stir- - lsli the system and for the Territory Texico
New Mexico
case of thoughtlessness than of in- -' plus for export to enable us to obtain to provide the means of hiring addi-mor- e
of the good and wholesome tional guards, if the nenole deem the
W. A. FLEMING JONES,
tentional "knocking" of Phoenix, but,
Bonds and Investments.
the incident has happily developed things produced elsewhere.
trusty system unsafe and contrary to
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
the fact that jealousy of this city is
public policy on account of the oc
not as prevalent as it has been.
As had been expected when Hon. F. casional breach of faith by a "trusty" Judicial District of New Mexico.
New Mexlo t
Not a very long ago it was easy H. Hitchcock took eharcre nf the nnst- - ,who proves weak, and therefore un- Las Cruces
'
Eastern
and
local
bank
references.
of
the
to find in nearly every other city of! office department there has been a worthy
larger liberty granted
the territroy a 'hammer club' that stirring up of dry bones. Red tape is, him.
In Colorado, on the Scenic Highway
lost lin nnjinrtllllitu in
Phno. Voinr c?1qcV01 rtrrhi- on A lpf t.. rf UnA n
Mining Engineer.
nix. This spirit seems to have eiven ' are being simplified and vet imnroved 0WU,S to similar limitations as those
of the New Mexico penitentiary, the
Secretary and Treasurer of New
way in most places to a feeling ofjat the same time; reforms are being
convicts were worked on the Scenic Mexico School of Mines.
pride in the capital city. The su- - introduced as far as the law will
Socorro
New Mexico
of Phoenix as the chief city.mit. Unfortunately, there are some Highway from Trinidad to Raton pass
of Arizona is now everywhere ac-- obsolete laws on the statute books without official guards and much up- R. W.
WITTMAN,
Draftsman.
on the same
as the New Mexico
knowledged, and some of the rosiest which must be repealed before there convicts wereplan
Santa Fe, N. M.
and
worked,
while
prophecies of its future are made by! can be a complete change but
Copies made of official townshin.
there were occasional escapes and efof other cities of the terri-- , provement is obvious. Says the New
forts to get away, as a rule the trustv small holding, mineral and grant
tory residents whose loyalty to their Orleans
practicable and will be plats. Also, transcripts of field notes,
home towns cannot be questioned.
"The undertaking of the postmaster system proved
for the work between Colo grant .apers and other public records
adopted
Nearly all the Arizona cities are general to place his department on a rado Springs and Canon
on file in the U. S. Surveyor General's
City.
growing rapidly, and it argues an business basis are to be applauded,
office.
admirable self confidence on their but it must not be supposed that he;
Night riders are again active in Ken
part that they are no longer jealous will find the work he has cut out easy
OSTEOPATHY
of Phoenix."
of accomplishment, particularly if he tucky. The practice of shootins un
has
been
political
meetings
revived
at
out
terl
inn
carries
bis rennt
tn
iiitpni
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
the same time' A tobacco Brower w
SIMPLE SOLUTION.
investigate the use and abuse of the refused to
treats acute and chronic
a
trust
of
Successfully
was
join
growers
nHviion-ta
In answer to the plaint that meat franking
lui,,
l "1S"L aua Biven tnirty diseases without drugs or medicines.
Mr TUtni,. l"nr11 uularouse
nowerful
onnnsitinn
rin00 ,r ,n
u:.. u"
These a,-- a few ot me items No charge for consultation. Office:
however.
of news that are telegraphed from No. 103 Palace avenue. Hours: 9 to
me icvuiiujifimauoii is niaae tnat less " '""'e
12 a. m., and 2 to 6 d. m. 'Phone 156.
u Tr
"". u uc uno
M,.f oian m uie
u.vcu
""c "l
union.
meat be eaten upon the theory ..inai .the tirecant on.' t nnnp;-.r- ' tr pnliutJ" .ho
'" Conditions
of
that kind in the terri
the average person eats more meat support or the President before hand.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
than is eood for him anrl that Hrlcrht's If he succeeds in cutting off the un- - tories would be held up as evidence of
Notary Public.
unworthiness for statehood, but des
.
-An
n .A
rllonnoa
"wenoe auu
Fe
New Uexico
anuii uLiier enrome an--.1 : ' TieCPStiflrVJ AYhPriBO nf tho nrtutrifTCrt
iu.jivh. u- - pite a long list Of such occurrences Sar-tnients that have been increasing I'artment and the "red tape" in which for
Print-in- g
Office
with
New
the
Mexican
many years, no one has as yet sugdespite medical advances, are caused C('rtain branches of that service are
Company.
that
the
of
people
Kentucky
by too much meat eating. The New a,n,ost inextricably Wrapped, he will gested
should be deprived of the rights of
York Times says that the recent rise succeefl where many of his predeces-i- n
the price of beef, which there is a sors' fond'y indulging the same hope, citizenship.
disposition to charge to the "packing have failf,d, and his achievement will
While the statehood campaign was
trust," has been explained as due to e renaerea tne more notable by that
opened sixty years ago, the address
me aiuiiuisuing numoer or cattle in very fact.
Individual or Clas9 Lessons
of Governor Curry at Socorro, and
the market, especially of those fatIN GRAMMAR
his forceful declaration in the Denver
tened with orn to supply the superior
The French jury that sanctioned Post on
have
new
zest
Sunday,
given
grades of neat. The price of corn has the nractieQ t1 hiiahnnrla lillino. tff to it and there will be no let-uRAYMOND HAACKE
from
u BU mgn ior tne last year oj: two their wives who are
have
now
in the vigorous demand from
Care New Mexican v
ill,
that it has been sold for more, remun-- ' suggested an easier incurably
method even than Congress that an enabling act be pass,
NOTARY PUBLIC
eratlve purposes than feeding tt cattle divorce to get rid of them.
ed this winter.

$75,000
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Transacts a general banking busiress in all its brandies.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all
kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sell bonds and
stocks in all markets fur its customers. Buys
sells
domestic and fore'gn ejfehaega and mikes"'
telegraphic
transfer of money to all parts of the civilized world
en as
liberal terms as are given bj any money
traasmiting
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate o' three per cent per. annum, on six months' or
year's
time, Liberal advances made on con igntnents of livestock
and products. The bank executes al' orders of its
patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects, as is eoisistent with safety and
the principles ol sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.
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PAUCE HOTEL
WLLUAM VAUGHN pROP,

hard-workin-

One of the Best

Hotel

Cuisice and
Table Service

the West
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R
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
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HOTEL
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J. E. LACOME
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Proprietor
Commodious
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Long Distance Telephone Station.

gen-Loy-

j

Steam Heated: Electric

FIRST CLASS CAPE

Lighted, Every Room

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

over-feedin- g

FttKSB

THE BUTTON WE

DO THE REST.

Runs on the European!

j
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COR ONADO

HOTEL

G. Lupe Herrera, Prop.

i

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT

IN CONNECTION
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Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

Electric Light, Hoi and
Cold Baths.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

RATES 50c. Up.
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EUROPEAN PLAN 60c AND 75c
AMERICAN PLAN
SPEOUL RATES BY THE WEEK
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J. W. PRESTON. Proprietor.
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER f&

LADIES' DINING ROOM
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-
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-

$1,60
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SPANISH LESSONS

A $30 L. C. Smith Shot Gun will be given
to the Lucky bowler,, and a Set of of Dishes
to the Lucky pool player.
9
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iuextj win uu u uiiaiicca xji carCii price eacu one ODtainiDg
the hightestscore in bowling and the greatest sum on break,
in pool, for the day. wil; be entitled to one chance. No one
allowed more than 5 chances.
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Little oncy Ahead

G. FRANKLIN

FLICK, President.

-

W. E. GRIFFIN. Asst. Cashier

J.

yesterday.

FROM 2 TO 9 p. m.

:

Vw A. CriH'.tli of New York, is a
sightset-- in town. He Is stopping at

SeU

It

bint

-

hkt-Ih- t

Rent Money

v

uk

Yes, this is the
Ootermoor Mattress vnn
have heard of and seen advertised
"

P.

Will

HO-XK-

I

Her;
HARDWARE

1

eight interlacing Ostermoor sheets, which after
and sewed within the tick is
heing hand-lai-d
for
to
ready
you
sleep on for the rest of your life
and then hequeath to your heirs. There is one
record of three generations sleeping on the
same Ostermoor. It has heen in
satisfactory
use for
o
years and that is a pretty good
record for durability isn't it?
fifty-tw-

Come in and let us show
you the Ostermoor

j

ROLL TOP DESKS
cf all kinds.
CHINA.

,

The one that's huilr nf

many years.

t

Special
ioi

Soli-.it- c.

urn-liv-

FREDERICK MULLER

FURNITURE

Mail Order

Ve

Henry .1. ArnoM of Denver, is in
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
town on a biisino trip. He is a guest
at the Palace.
Miss Ida Kirek. who has been at I. as
?S3l3SSSES2T si;
Cruces for the past year, reached S3
i
home yesterday noon.
I! 11C
John L. Zimmerman, civil engineer
of Las Vegas, is a visitor in town. He
A
a Ihsse
is a guest at the Claire.
,
Cerril-losM. O'Xeil, minim; man from
E
uiiihii
uvinir
Every li piopei t li ini:(rSn to
is in town on business.
He is
lino i m)if or iihi- own.
J lit ih fin
hunrfrnri
1
tf t l.i. ....
quartered at the Claire.
um like to iio ton
Hardin lines, a railroad man from
t wn
home mcie ronhirliil.le.
ana piiMsiiiit NmriT'
i'
Alamosa, Colo., is a visitor in town.
t Vt'l'VUOf, f.n (u u
,,.....,
He is registered a hc Claire.
and slifwllllii'ltjou wonderfully
V". P. Garside,
general agent of
the Santa Fe at El Paso, called on
City Agent II. S. Lutz today.
W. F. Hoaan of Cerrillos, and Y T.
Do
l.auson of Kansas City, both mining
are
men,
Ve will (!) jdii a very
guests at the Palace.
lion on pfij ii i i. is w hich
Carlos Creamer, of the Santa Fe
J our rent nioi cy will n like
I
Water and Light Company, was a
I
'on wnit. Heein now payinj?
for your home.
visitor in Albuquerque yesterday.
LET TS KX PLAIN
OI K
L. C. Wheeler, a government official
THAI T K.K CHKAP
f'"N
from Washington, who arrived this
noon is a guest of Governor Curry.
GEO. M. KIN SELL
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
294 San Francisco St.
Gable has returned from an official
trip through Union and Colfax counties.
T. L. Turner, a traveling man from
.. .
' li,
u ijm ..:
Msueii ana savst
Louisville, was an arrival on today's
noon train. He is stopping at the
tourist hotel along the lines planned j
,
Claire.
fiotel DeVargas. He also
A. Diown of Laramie.. Wyo., is in ior tne
town looking about with the puropse of expressed the hope that the temporary
road from the depots to the capitoi.l
locating. He is quartered at the which
approaches the capitol grounds
Claire.
will be made permanent!
diagonally
Dr. and Mrs. Grimes of Des Moines,
and prolonged to the plaza. He has
la., are in town enjoying the sights
and climate. They are guests at the given many years of study to civic im-provi nients and has been for vears!
Palace.
chairman of the bor.ni of civic im-- j
li. A. Gillett, special
of the
for
i'rovements
the lioromrh of
office
land
with headquarters
general
Queens
which
covers I7t, square miles.
in this city, was a visitor yesterday in
rfini eHientiy takes in all the Loir.
Albuquerque.
Island
suburbs.
B. S. Phillips, lumberman from the:
Ramon Vigil grant near Bucknian, is
here on a regular visit. He is stopping
It is an admitted fact that
real es
.
at the Xormandle.
tate, financial men and merchants all
'
f
W. V. Slorv of Chicago.
G f. Rank- - sav- that n.,ini.-0r,.
,i i
J
m "
K. aim
results aiei
in of Dallas, Tex., and Lew Moeh of obtained by
advertising in the New1
j
Denver, are among the traveling men Mexican.
registered at the Palace.
1
Territorial Secretary Xathan Jaffa
1
will leave on Saturday for Roswell to
look after personal business affairs
LAUNDRY
He will return to Santa Fe next week.
WORK
Edward Conner, the advance agent
of the Spooner-WallocStock Com-- j
Send Your kund-to the
pany, arrived in town last night to arIMPERIAL LAUNDRY
range for the performances to take
place next week.
at Albuquerque.
"Mr. and Mrs. J. Van Houten of Ra- Ba-ke- t
leaves
H
Tuesday,
ton, are at present in Berlin, visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Cohn, former Returns Friday.
residents of the Gate City, who will AGENCY for Santa Fe at Kerr
return in a few months. Mr. and Barber S op;
Mrs. VanHouten will also return soon Ji1 Q
BRON
Phone No 122
to New Mexico." Las Vegas Optic
A. J. Fischer, secretary of the board
Ajrent.
Red
of pharmacy, will leave on Sunday for
Carlsbad, to attend the meeting of
the board at Carlsbad, Clovis and Al1
buquerque. He will go via El Paso
where he will look after some personal
GO.
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was a noon arrival.

yourg man who gets a bark pats trc k as Sfcn
as he begins to earn mont-- will sorre day scoDPr
or liter be comfortably well tixed if not rich,
that when a business opprtUDity
through the
comes a'ong he will have some money and credit
Every youtg man will find chances to
tograpit.
mako money by having money to invest above his
actual necessities

SANTA FE, N. Nl.
CAPITAL $50,0Q0
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OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US AND WATCH IT GliO'vV,
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and explain why it is proof against dust,
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Ever Stove Guaranteed.
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us figure your lioatini,' and plumbing

Let.

SANITARY.' PLU.vlBING OUR SPECIALITY
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THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado

;

Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
M. BER6E&E.
tanta Fe, N. M.

Manager for New Mexico.
Catron

Block

38JS3

6 Great

6

Big Days
and

"
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The Great. StroM Airship Qin Daily flights
HIGH: CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
U. S. CAVALRY MANEUVERS

ALL KINDS OF EXHIBITS

.

SPECIAL EXCURSION RATES ON ALL RAlLROADo
G.

TIGHT,

President

JOHN B.

IMANUS, Secretary.

Th Valley aneh

Have you visited the VALLEY RANCH this year? If not why not?
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH buildings have been remolded at
great expense and offer the lest of home comforts with solenoid board?
Are you aware that the biggest trout ditch on the Pecos this sear was
made by a Santa Fe man at VALLEY RANCH? The fishing season' closes

October 15th.
Ai e you aware that the grouse' and quail season opens Oct. 1st., deer Oct
15th.,? All game plentiful around VALLEY RANCH this Year,
Arayouawa'-- that the VALLEY RANCH nas the best tennis court and
,
dancing floor in the territory.
J- -

JPamplilet ana. all laifornaatloii.

F. MILLER, Mgr.

"

V A LLEY RANCH, N. M

THE riOME BAKERY
EAST SIDE Or PLAZA.

NOW RSADY FOR BUSINESS
fromUi direct, or t hone to the Wiiter

O'der.

Grocdry or R S

Kaune and Co, uatil our
i rder for

phone is i i pUce, Lit us have yonr
regal w goods or soncial order,

ill
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Prince has returned from a
trip to the headwaters of the Pecos
and the Truchas peaks, which latter

THE GREAT GAME OP PUSH BALL ON HORSEBACK
THE GREA P SOUTHWESTERN MARATHON RACE
THE GREAT NAT RBlSb CARNIVAL COMPANY

V
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v

H

JET

Finirarig Yarn

k

V. B.

ALBUQUERQU3

17.

FIRST CLASS

matters.

Resources Exposition

H

he climbed to their highest points.
While on the trip he saw a heard of
elven deer two miles south of the
Truchas.
Miss Alexia Durant, who has been
in town for several days left this morning for her ranch on the Pecos. While
here she suffered with a severe attack
of bronchitis.
She has taken with her
to her ranch a dressmaker and another
woman to act as companion.
County School Superintendent John
V. Conway will leave Sunday afternoon for the Southern school districts.
While there will instal the teachers
of Galisteo school district Xo. S, and
of Lamy school district, Xe. 12. He
will make the trip overland accompanied by Miss Agnes Rael, who has
been engaged to teach at Galisteo.
Arrangements have been made so
that the superintendent can address
the citizens of these two districts on
the compulsory education law.
Arthur, T. Tart, who has been employed as a forest guara on the Pecos,
has resigned his position, the resignation to take effect today. He intends
to leave today for EI Paso, where he
has accepted a position as traveling
representative for the El Paso division
of the Texas Oil Company. The territory throush which he will travel embraces Xew Mexico, Arizona and Old
Mexico. He will still make his home
here in Santa Fe, where his wife will
remain. The latter came here some
time ago with her husband from Beatrice, Neb., at the time being in very
bad health. Since here she has gained remarkably in health and strength
and does not care to make a change.
W. R. Griffiths of Queensborough,
Manhattan, N. Y., Is a visitor in the
city on his way to Laguna and the
west. Mr. Griffith is an occasional
visitor in Santa Fe which with San
Diego he regards as the most attractive cities in the United States, in fact,
he says he knows of no place where he
would rather live than right here. He
expressed himself pleased with the evi
dent progress and growth of the city

FLEISHERS DRESDEN SAXONY
ROYAL SHETLAND FLOSS
ROYAL IMPORTED GERMANTOWN
Various assortment of colors all at tea cents a skein
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"It
Good returning: Sept., 23rd.
away,"
saying:
mineral ground away from other peo- rigation of 18,000 acres.
This is a mistake.
bladder, trouble.
All
who
the
may
persons
oppose
ple who want it. Such a payment,
Uctooerloth and 16th
Take Foley's Kidney Remedy, and when made
just large enough to be granting of the above application must
on
It
the vitality.
stop the drain
file
their
substantiated
objections,
by
or painful, on an idle
Meeting of Presidents
cures backache, rheumatism, kidney uncomfortable,
with
the
affidavits,
(properly
in
backed)
small
a
be
would
item
only
and bladder trouble, and makes every claim,
Taft and Diaz $13.40
of an operating claim, Territorial Engineer on or before four
trace of pain, weakness, and urinary the expense list
from
weeks
last
of
date
publication
to
an
Such
mine.
takes
it
for
money
Good returning Oct 18th
trouble disappear. Sold by all drug'
item would never stop, or discourage, hereof.
gists.
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
November. 1st. to 7th.
digging.
Territorial Engineer.
"In producing mines, it would be far
CRITICIZES PEARY'S STATEMENT.
El Paso Fair and
New York, Sept. 30 F. W. Perkins, less than the royalties now paid everyDr. Abernethy, the great English
acting chief of the coast and geodetic where by miners to idle claim owners. physician, said: "WTatch your kidneys
Exposition $13.40
Stations in British Columbia, Calif orma,Idaho,
survey, and head of the Geographic When a man has to pay for the priv- When they are affected, life is in dan- Good
returning Nov. 8th
Society, criticizes Peary's statement ilege, he will not hold more ground ger." foiey's Kianey Remedy makes
to
Wbeu
work.
he
intends
the
Montana, Navada, Oregon, and Washington.
than
that he took "noon observations" at
Train arrives in El Paso
healthy kidneys, corrects urinary ir
98 degrees 57 minutes,
lie declares privilege of holding is free, he will regularities, and tones ud the yhole
8 a. m. In time for good
day
that Peary could not accurately deter- naturally grab everything in sight and system. Sold by all druggists.
Sigat-seeing.
mine "noon" so near the pole. It is an wait in order to hold up some one else
P. LYNG,
If you want anything on earth try
interesting point and if it. were any- who may want to use it. Let the dog
'
City Freight & Passenger
a New Mexican want "ad."
ge ri
thing but a statement of a general in the manner pay for his manger.
"Strange as it may seem at first
principal would be unwise. Mr. Perkins is one of the leading government sight, the way to boom an industry is
Via
officials who will pass on Peary's rec- to tax the natural resources it' uses.
2
The way to discourage it, is to tax
ords at Washington.
or
to tax its I
anything else it uses,
j
R
DENVER
A nleasing. good, high grade, irnlv products. This scientific principle of
i
esflavored amber colored cup of coffee niodern taxation is now as firmly
can be had and without the real tablished as any law of chemistry or
physics, and is slowly, but steadily,
coffee danger, or damage to health
Still in effect to all
by simply using Dr. Shoop's new sub- forcing its way into tne tax systems of
stitute, called "Health Coffee." Pure, civilized countries. If you want to enpoints.
toasted cereals, malt, courage the utilization of water power,
wholesome,
make
Dr. Shoop's Health tax water falls so heavily lhat no one
etc.,
nuts,
(Por farther Information make inquiry of
Coffee both healthful and satisfying. can hold one idle, or'away from would- No 20 to 30 minutes tedious boiling, be users, and only actual users can
E1
H. McBRIDE, A?eat, or W. D. SHEA, T, P. & P. A.
"Made in a minute", says Dr. Snoop, pay the tax. To discourage use, tax
SANTA PR. N. M.
If served as coffee, it's taste will even the use, tax the buildings, machinery,
trick an expert. Test it and see. supplies, or income.
Sold by Frank Andrews.
"The best and the scientific method
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same
line
Each
additional
County,
stamp,
the
of
Mexico
and
from the republic
smaller sizes.
Probate Clerk up to noon the ninth day i stock.
One-lin- e
S5.
,
Dominion of Canada.
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per Inch
N. B. Laughlin, whose postofflce adv
Balloon Races.
of October, 1909, for the heating, plumEach additional line, 3a me price.
New
dress
is
Santa
subFe,
Mexico,
When not fewer than a dozen spher- ENGAGED IN QUEER ENTERPRISE. bing and electric wiring of the court
for five shares of said stock.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
ical balloons, large and small, race
Plans scribes
D. C. Sent. 30. Secre - bouse now under construction.
Washington.
VI.
:
of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
Borders
the
can
at
seen
be
and
away from St. Louis at 4 o'clock in the
specifications
Wilson's department is engaged
The term of the existence of the
I. H. &
afternoon of Monday, October 4, the tary
office
of
or
the
sizes at proportionate prices.
clerk,
probate
Larger
111
CIll-H UUt-tshall be fifty years.
l' lOVJ. II. IO
W. M. Rapp & Co., architects, also corporation
second day of the city's Centennial
Inch Inch In siz, we charge for on
is over one-haWhere
used
method
of
to
eggs
a
VII.
keeping
type
get
ing
celebration, the greatest event of its frpe from pollution, no matter what i at the building. Seperate proposals
The number of directors to control
inch or fraction.
line for each one-hakind ever held will have begun.
reach. The basis of the ef- - win be received on each. Address all all affairs of said company, shall be
they
age
DATES, ETC.
The contest, under the auspices of fort i that the amount of moisture in b"s to George W. Armijo, probate hereafter fixed
by the bylaws of the
M
the Aero Club of St. Louis, which was the air surrounding the egg is equally clerk- Local Dater any town and date for
company. The power to make and al
I. SPARKS,
the host of the only Gordon Bennett as important as the amount of heat in
50
in
and
ter the bylaws of this company, shall
year
Ledger Dater month, day
Board County Commission - . be the directors of the company, sub- Chairman
international 'balloon race ever held in
35
a
instrument
delicate
atm08phere.
Regular line Dater
ers.
i
America, will be for distance and en which will record the exact state of
to amendment or repeal by the
ject
Definance Model Band D:;:r
durance. Cash prizes and cups which the air in cold storage
stockholders.
plants is the
- j
e
ChamberDon't
be
to
afraid
will be presented to the winners numSignature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
give
herewe
In
have
witness whereof,
guide on which they will reply.
or
rules
children.
Iain's
to
internationThe
the
six.
bers
Cough Remedy
your
unto set our hands and seals, this the
Pearl Check Protector
al organization, under which was held TESTIFIES AFTER FOUR YEARS. It contains no opium or other harmful 21st day of July, A. D., 1909.
STAMP PADS.
the Gordon Bennet international balCarlisle Center, N. t., G. B. Bur-han- s drug. It always cure. For sale by all
(Signed)
-,
15
25 cents; 2
2x3
A,
10
1
cents;
cents; 2
loon race which started rrom St. Louis
JOHN P. WAGNER.
(Seal)
writes: "About four years ago druggists.
"1-75 cents.
50 cents;
V cents; 3
in the fall of 1907, will govern in this T wrote von that. T had heen entirely
MIGUEL A. OTERO, (Seal)
ADDHESS
FOR 1YPE SPECIMENS
he New Mexican can do printing
GEO. W. PRICHARD, (Seal)
contest.
,
cured of kidney trouble by taking two
N. B. LAUGHLIN,
Balloon races have been held in bottles of Foley's Kidney Remedy, and , equal to that done in any of the large
(Seal)
Our solicitor, every piece of Territory of New Mexico,
which there were a few more starters, after four years I am again pleased cities.
CO.
County of Santa Fe. ss.
possibly, than will participate in the to state that I have never had any work we turn out. Try our stock once
Before me, this 21st day of July, A.
Centennial event, but never have so return of those symptoms', and I am and you will certainly come again. We
ANTA FE, NEW V.IXICO.
many spherical balloons started from evidently cured to stay cured." Foley's have all the facilities for turning out D., 1909, personally appeared John P.
of
W.
one
A.
of
same
class
will
such
for
a
of
with
do
the
work,
Otero,
stretch
George
Wagner,
Miguel
every
including
great
Remedy
Kidney
anywhere
Prichard and N. B. Laughlin, to me
the best binderies in the west.
land before them over which it is safe you. Sold by all druggists.
pei-sc-it-
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Bakery

contract with our present baker terminates; after
bakery will be improved to the highest standard of excellence.
We have procured the services of the best baker that Denver afforded and
the best that money would secure. Weare going to give the people of Santa
Fe bakery goods that will be equal to anything produced anywhere. We will
increase in size and greatly improve on quality. All we ask is a chance
On October 1st our

2

2

Per cent

1--

2

Per cent

XXXXXJSXXX
brands

You find all the poimlar

High bowl on September 29, 197, by
Yates. High bust, 24, by H.

IQUOR INTERESTS TAKE-WHAOFFICIAL
AT GENERAL GRANT.
CK

CHANGES

30, 1909.

TOMORROW.

(Continued From Page One)

Maintain That He Had No Business
to Attend Prohibitionist

nesday and Friday at 7:15 a. in. and
arrive at Seminole by 6:45 p. m.;
leave Seminole
Tuesday,
Thursday
Chicago, Sept. 30. Protest against and Saturday at 7:15 a. m., and arrive
the appearance of General Frederick at Knowles at 7:45 p. m.
D. Grant in the uniform of his rank
Montoya to Orton.
in the United States army in the temLeave Montoya on Tuesday, Thursperance parade in this city last Sat- day and Saturday at 8 a. m. and arurday was today sent to Secretary rive at Orton at 4 p. m.; leave Orton
of War Dickinson by W. R. Michaelis on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday 8
or the executive board of the United a. m. and arrive at
Montoya at 4 p. m.
Celebration.

Societies for Local Self Government.
The letter follows:
"Jacob M. Dickinson, Secretary
of
War, Washington, D. C.
"My Dear Sir On Saturday last
Major General Frederick D. Grant of
the United States army and in the
uniform of the United States army,
marched at the head of a prohibition
parade in Chicago. The incident has
caused considerable comment, and it
is rumored that it means that the federal government and the army in general have taken sides with the prohibitionist movement.
"It is also stated that the prohibi-tion organizations contemplate bring-

DETAILS OF SHOOTING
Millinery Opening Saturday, Oeto-- ;
OF RUBEL ROMERO.
ber 2nd, from 2 to 9 p. id. Miss A.
Musler.
While at Target Practice With His
Dies Yesterday afternoon,
Infant
Cousin He Received Wound in
E. L. Pollard, of Espanola, lost his
Mysterious Manner.
little boy through death,
A dispatch from Trinidad
explains
SUGAR will be higher after
this
(he details of the death of Rubel Roweek. 10 lbs. for $1.00 now. No. 4, Anmero of Wagon Mound, mentioned
drews.
yesterday
by the Xew Mexican. The
Feast The Hebrews are
Harvest
dispatch says:
this week celebrating their Harvest
"Rubel Romero was shot through
Fef.st o" the Feast of Booths.
the heart at Thatcher today. M. R.
Meet Friday The Woman's Aid So
Vasquez, a cousin of the victim, is
ciely of the Presbyterian church will
held by the sheriff, but the details of
meet Friday afternoon, October 1st,
the shooting are a mystery.
2:30 o'clock with Mrs. John H.
"According to Vasquez, he and RoWalker, on Grant avenue.
det
he PP" mero had been target shooting,
and
Frost at Roswell The Daily Record
when they returned to their horns
" thls JueBtlonulf.r
the
at Roswell says (hat
frost has
Vasquez's revolver dropped on' the
turned black tomato vines and other
floor and was discharged killing Rotender vegetables at Roswell, but that
use the advantageg of thejr Qff
mero. The coroner does not believe
the damage was not material.
)Hsh
the story, and thinks that the men
dQ Mt
had a quarrel.
Prosperity and Advancement come
e
,j
to these who buy for cash, we have
era Gran tQ take part in (h.g
it is alleged, went
"Vasquez,
found it out, have you? No. 4, An
ment as nr.-vtRomero's trunk after the killing and
iH0 . f
.
drews.
he has n0 riht to ha(1
secured a sum of money, half of whirti
n5)rQ,
Sells Out Mrs. Thornton has sold
fu unjf0rm or t0 participate as a fed-ou- t he claims belongs to him. Both men
her boarding place which will be
eral officer.
were in charge of the coal tipple for
conducted by the purchaser from now
"Will you kindly advise me wheth- - the Santa Fe at Thatcher, and lived
on. It is understood that Mrs. Thorner the department has ruled ou such together in an empty box car.
ton will conduct a rooming house on stairs.
conduct and whether the same can be
"No one saw the shooting, and sevDeath of Nine Year Old Boy Frank said to have received official sanction. eral men who heard the shot placed
tipper Palace avenue.
Noon Arrivals Palace W. P. Gar-sid- Ortiz, aged nine years, son of Mrs.
"W. B. MICHAELIS." ' Vasquez under arrest."
,
FA Paso; W. A. Lunch,
F. P. Carmel Ortiz, of this city, died this
Luker. Denver; O. A. Burtner, Arthur forenoon at eleven o'clock at Cerrillos
FORT SUMNER COMMERCIAL
Everett, Albuquerque. Claire T. L. of tvnhoid fever, according to a teU- CLUB IS HUSTLING.
L.
C
Turner, Louisville;
Wheeler, gram received by County Superintend
Washington.
ent John V. Conway.
MONEYS AND METALS.
Inviting the Editors of the Territory
Found Gold Cross A gold filigree
Grand Jury Busy The territorial
New York, Sept. 30. Call money
to
Water-'melo- n
Take
in
Part
Big
cross was picked up in front of the grand
jury at Albuquerque is examin- Mexican dollars '43;
strong, 2
Feast.
Xew Mexican office yesterday after- - ing a large number of witnesses re- Amal. 821-2- ;
Atch. 1231-4- ;
N. Y. C.
noon by John K. S. Walter.
Loser garding the sale of liquor in the Red
S. P. 134
IT. P. 209
The editors of the daily and other 136
regard-Mexicamay have it by calling at the New Light District of the city and
pfd. 1291-2- ,
papers in the Territory are in receipt steel 89
office and proving property, ing other practices that, make
the o?
New
York,
Sept. 30. Lead quiet;
the
following characteristic invitaDoughnuts, Buns, Parker Houe, place a veritable pest spot. It return- - tion from
4.3037I-2- ;
copper
steady; standard
the
Fort
Sumner
Commercial
and Cinnamon Rolls, are usually gone ed indictments against Boyd F. Hel- spot 12.5012.75; silver 513-8- ;
Club:
prime
.
De-by noon, get around or phone in time, burn for forging a railroad pass;
Dear Sir: How would you like to paper 4
get them while they are hot. No. 4 wey Mann for assault with a deadly
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Andrews.
7 weapon;
Pedro Zamora for assault feast on a juicy, sugary, big, red waterChicago, Sept. 30. Wheat
Fined for Delaying Train D. Olin, with a deadly weapon, and Charles melon?
"Sept.
Sounds
Dec. 99
doesn't
120;
ood,
it?
a switch tender in the Albuquerque Bucknian for criminal assault upon
Fort Sumner will have a "Melon
Corn Sept. 611-2- ;
e
Dec. 57
yards, was fined $10 yesterday by Margarita Chaves, who is under
on
Oats Sept. 48; Dec. 381-2- .
October
Day"
1st.
Come
down
and
of the Peace" Craig at Albu- - teen years of age.
Pork Sept, 25.20; Oct. $23.15.
Cream Puffs, and
anything you you may eat to wour heart's content
querque, for causing a blockade of a
Lard Sept. 12.121-2- ; Oct. 12.021-2- .
want in the line of fancy cookies, or your digestive capacity all melons
street crossinz for 24 minutes.
free.
Ribs Sept. 11.7g: Oct. 11.551-2- .
Attorney Moves Office Attorney B. cakes, pies, bread, doughnuts, buns,
etccan
rolls
A
field has been sei aside and 2000
M. Read today removed his office from
be produced by
that
WOOL MARKET.
the Delgado block on the west side of aK.v nl'st class bakery. We own and melons are ripening under the kindly
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 30. Wool firm;
the Plaza to the Sena block just be- - control our own bakery, hence can influence of this New Mexican sun.
territory and western mediums, 23!S
low the court house on Palace avenue, 6,ve yu anything you may want. No.
There will be a host of interest- 28; fine mediums,
2224; fine, 13
taking the rooms formerly occupied K Andrews.
ing things Campbell Bros, circus; a 19.
For Entertaining Congressman
by Attorney A. B. Renehan.
aance; a ball game; boating and bath- LIVE STOCK,
Communication A special thodlt Territorial Secretary Nathan ing in Lake Sumner; Ashing; display
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 30. Cattle
communication of Santa Fe Lodee of Jaffa. Dr. J. A. Massie and W. F. Owen of farm products; a horse race;
trips
Receipts, 11,800, including 1,500
Perfection No. 1 win be held at the are a committee who are arranging down the valley through irrigated southerns; market strong to 10 cents
Masonic Temple Thursday
evening, for the entertainment of Congressman fields; music by the Fort Sumner higher.
Native steers $4.508.25:
The.
distin- concert band and all sorts of liveliness
Sept. 30, at which time the 4th and Bartholdt tomorrow.
southern steers $3.405.00; southern
5th degrees will be conferred.
Visit- guished visitor will be given an auto- to keep you busy and make you happy, cows $2.503.75; native cows
and
ing Scottish Rite Masons are cor- mobile trip about the city and sur- We are going to devote the entire day heifers $2.255.50; stockers and feed-- .
roundings, when the favorable sites for to entertaining you
dially invited to be present.
ers $3.255.50;
bulls $2.503.75;
Had Milch Cows Examined Dr. E. a military post and for a federal buildWatch for our big posters. Remem- calves $3.507.75;
western steers,
S. Andrews, who conducts a
to
as
well ber the date October
him,
dairy un- ing will be pointed out
western cows $2.504.25.
1st.
$3.606.85;
der the most sanitary conditions in as the desirability of completing the
Make it a party and bring your
Hogs
Receipts, 11,000; market
the eastern part of the city, has had ' Scenic Highway across the Pecos re-afriends.
Bulk of sales $7.708.10;
'
strong.
of his milch cows examined by serve for which the government will
Yours sincerely,
heavy $S.008.20; packers and butcha government expert and tested for be asked for an appropriation of
ers $7.908.20;
L. C .VAN HECKE,
light $7.608.00;
Not one of them showed 000. In the evening, it is probable,
$5.507.25.
pigs
Secretary.
the least trace of the disease.
j that a Dutch
luncheon wfl be given in
Sheep
Receipts, 10,000; market
"One" First Class Bakery. That is the Commercial Club rooms and a pow-whsteady. Muttons $4.255.00; lambs,
Santa Fe has needed. We have wow held with the local business CORONER'S JURY
STILL HEARING EVIDENCE. $5.506.75; range wethers and yearmade it for you, now show your ap- men.
lings $4.005.25; range ewes $3.25
us
preciation by giving
your patronNo
Definite
Conclusions
Have Yet 5.00.
age. No. 4, Andrews.
Been Reached and Conflicting
Chicago, 111., Sept. 30. Cattle
It Will Be Fair Tomorrow
Octomarket ten cents
6,500;
Stories
Still
Afloat.
ber will start right in its meteorologiBeeves $4.108.50; Texas
higher.
cal features, for the weather bureau
HOW THEY STAND.
All of this morning and this after- steers $3.855.10; western steers $4
promises the continuance of the fair
noon
6.75; stockers and feeders $3.15
the coroner's jury has been in
weather which began early in Septem
National League.
session hearing evidence in the case 5.25; cows and heifers $2.106.00;
ber and has been uninterrupted by
i of
the death of MIbb Gertrude Mont calves $7.009.00. '
rain or' storms since then. Yesterday Pittsburgr .
106
731
39
All testimony will likely be
gomery.
market
Hogs
Receipts,; 11,000;
the maximum temperature was 75 de Chicago . .
47
99
.678
to
this
tomorcompleted
or
by
strong.
$7.558.25;
steady
Light
evening
grees and the minimum 44 degrees.
66
New York .
54
.550 row
It is understood the mixed $7.608.40; heavy $7.508.40;
morning.
Las Cruces School
Census Las Cincinnati .
72
75
.510
will then visit the place where $7.758.40; pigs $6.407.60; bulk of
jury
'
Cruces, like Santa Fe, ought to take in Philadelphia
76
70
.479 the body was found and
also the place rough $7.507.75; good choice
heavy
us suuurus 111 uitot io niaKO a snow- St. Louis . .
'
92
51
.357 where the effects of
the girl were lo- sales $7.958.25.
ing in the census, for the school cen- Brooklyn .
94
51
.352 cated. The authorities are more cerSheep
Receipts 20,000; market
sus just completed shows that the Boston . . .
39 103
.275 tain than ever that the case is one
weststeady. Natives $2.654.90;
City of the Crosses has only 1 ,300 per- of suicide. Nevertheless they are still ern
American League.
$2.755.00; yearings $4.505.50;
sons between the ages of 5 and 20,
Won. Lost. P. C. working hard to disclose
evidence lambs, native, $4.257.00;
western
which would indicate that the popu52
97
.639 that might lead to proof of murder.
.Detroit
$4.507.10.
lation of the town is not quite 5,000.
...93 55 .628
Will Address Mass Meeting Conn (Philadelphia
.
61
85
.582
...
(Boston
ty School Superintendent John V. j
5S2E322EC
74
73
.503
Chicago
Conway will address a nfass meeting New York
71
76
.483
of the citizens of school district No.
j Cleveland
. . . . .'
80
70
.467
3, located just outside of the city lim- St.-- Louis
85
.00
.414
next
its,
Sunday morning at 10 a. m.
40 108
.270
He will explain the new compulsory Washington .
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
education law. On next Tuesday OcYOUR ATTENTION
National League.
tober 5th, he will instal the teacher.
Boston at St.
Miss Frances Martinez will be placed
in charge of the school.
at Cincinnati.
TO OUR DISPLAY OF
New York at Pittsburg.
Mohair Growers Organize The NaPhiladelphia at Chicago.
tional Mohair Growers' Association
American League.
was organized at Silver City last
Chicago at Philadelphia.
week. The following officers were
St. Louis at New York.
elected: President, IT. S. Grant, DalDetroit at Boston.
las, Oregon; first vice president, J. E.
Cleveland at Washington.
McCarty, Dublin, Texas: second vino
YESTERDAY'S GAMES .
C.
W,
San
Calpresident,
Bailey,
Jose,
NOVELTIES
National League. '
itornia; third vice president. W. R.
Lock wood, Lake Valley, N. M.; fourth
Chicago 5, 6; Philadelphia 4, 3.
vice president, O. F. Webster, ThatNew York 6; Pittsburg 1.
St. Louis 2; Boston 1.
cher, Ariz.
Cincinnati 7; Brooklyn 3.
Pies, mince, apple, peach,
blackberry, blueberry, rheubarb,
grane
'
HANGED HIMSELF BY
.
I
icuiuii, pumpKin, cran-- I
jnij"-"iHIS FEET TILL DEAD.
berry, pineapple and sweetpotato.
If
mere s any outer Kina you prefer, will
New Orleans, La., Sept. 30. Ills
make it. No. 4, Andrews.
savings of years washed away in a
Advertising Recovers Dog Frank chest, destroyed by a hurricane, Sam
Phone Black 78
Catron Block.
P. Sturges of the New Mexican Priift-in- g Yong Ping, a malay fisherman, the
Company, yesterday afternoon re- - richest fisherman in Barataria, yester- covered the two hunting dogs which day hanged himself by his feet until
disappeared early in the week and dead.
ME
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Come in and ask about the Coupon system which
saves you 2
percent in addition to our low prices.
1--

Phone

X
30.

which he values highly. An advertisement in the New Mexican called the attention of Gus Eifert and General
Fronzel on the Arroyo Hondo to the
loss of the dogs and they recognized
them in two stray canines that had
turned up at their camp.
Guild Meets The
Guild of the
Church of the Holy Faith will meet
with Mrs. Julius Gerdes, Friday after:
noon at 2:30.
Now
Grand Parents
and Mrs. L. Bradford Prince are grand
parents now and there will be repoic-iii- g
when the new reaches them at
Flushing, X. Y., where they are visiting. The stork came to the Angostura
ranch in the Espanola valley and left
a charming bundle of femininity with
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Prince, who
have been spending most of their time
at the Sunshine ranch. Both mother
and daughter are reported to be doing
well.
DAILY WEATHER REPORT.
Santa Fe, Sept. 29, 1909.
Maximum temperature 75 degrees
at' il : 10 ). ni. Minimum temperature
Mean tem- 44 degrees at 5:40 a. m.
CO
degrees. Departure from
perature
'
normal plus 4 degrees. Relative hum-a- t
idity at 6 a. m. 43 per cent. Relative
humidity at 6 p. in. 27 per cent. Rela- y,
live humidity, average for the
per cent Lowest temperature during' last night 49 degree. Tempera- ture at. b a m. today 0 degrees.
The Modern " under the manage- ment of Mrs. W. V McCleary is now
ready lo open the dining room door to
the general public tomorrow morning,
October 1st. Every thing is first class.
Mrs. McCleary will serve good home- cooked meals at reasonable rates. Call
and give her a trial. Corner of Don
Gasnar avenue and Water street. up
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MARKET REPORT

to "show you."

1--

X X
X
Colo., Sept.
Denver,
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Franklin.

HONE
NO. 92.

Grocery

I

M. G.

For Your Saturday Dinner WeHaveTh em

4

I

cigars at Weltmer's.
j

JUST RECEIVED

No

l

for New
forecast
Mexico:
Generally fair to- night and Friday with btation- ary temperature.
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matfer with Saur Krant

i

Weather
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THURSDAY,

lo,4.

2

F. Andrews,

Phone

No.

4
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four-Justic-

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

FURRIER

&

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

Send for price for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

436 Canon Road
rnona black 19

FRANK F GORMLEy
SANTA
N. M.
FE,

-

Bar-Speci-

.

General
Merchandise

ll

Undertaker and Embalmer

j

J. D. MULLIGAN

at

FUNERALS
RKSIDENOK
N IbHT PHON
PICTURE

K

RED

188

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

gEML.

AND

BASEBALL

130

RED

y,

SAISFiCTORiLY

DOME.

s,

.

233325a

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Screened Raton Lump

$4.50 per ton

Monero

5.25

terrillos
Anthracite Coal all sizes
Smithing Coal

t.

wear av

.

6.00"

Q

Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal

CAPITAL COAL YARD
&

s. F. Depot.

Phone 85.. Office Garfield Avenue.

j

WE CORDIALLY INVITE

J

it

ninr inf nr

V,

UIUL.

W

I.mi.

Ul

Louio-Brookly-

vo

1

G
w
A

NAVAJO AND
Rl ArWPTC

Fall Mcdels, Pattern and Tailored Hats

.Curios of Every Description

Possible at Reasonable Prices

m

i

w

SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS
M

!FOR FIVE CENTS

Vt

M

K
W

M

All Ladies who visit the store will receive a free
We will shortly have in a full line of

Mexican Straw Hats at 50cts. each

iff
M
W
M

kt

souvenic

J.
301-30-

!

V

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
S. C AN DE L ARIO Proprietor.
3

San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

LA

N, Al.

In Belts, Collars and
Handkerchiefs etc.

a Moda Millinery

